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Global Infused Cuisine / Mawa's Kitchen

FOOD BUILT FOR
THE PALATE TO
NOURISH THE SOUL
let us cater to your heart’s
desire with our Global infused
cuisine

AN EXPERIENCE YOU WON’T FORGET,
FOOD LIKE NOWHERE ELSE,
A COMFORT THAT TRULY SATISFIES
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Our Mission

Mawa’s Kitchen revolves around the concept
of creating an experience for our guests. Our
restaurant strives for creating an atmosphere
that allows an individual to have an emotional
response when dining in our space. Whether
it is by the décor, aromatic smells, or by a
friendly greeting, we establish that we are
here to serve you by providing a comfort that
truly satisfies.

We live in a world that moves faster every day. Here
at Mawa’s, we believe that experiencing a truly
divine meal by allows people to take a step back and
slow down to remember all the good things life has
to offer. Our focus is using clean, organic, sustainable
ingredients that leave a profound mark on the palate.
To create the best dishes, you need the purest
components, that’s why we use locally sourced
ingredients to ensure the highest quality of our
product.

Client Testimonial
“Authentic Fresh French Food, made from scratch every day. With only the freshest and locally grown ingredients. Served by
warmhearted employees with the eye for detail, and a passion for excellence. Mawa’s versatility, creativeness and
entrepreneurship are seldom and refreshing. Seasonal menu changes and new dishes speak all different languages from all
over the world. She reinvents herself every day, creating beautiful healthy food with love and care.”
David

Restaurant

Mawa’s Kitchen is located in the everexpanding Aspen Airport Business Center. Our
kitchen offers private chef and boutique
catering services in Aspen & the surrounding
areas. We are a full service caterer &
restaurant featuring high quality food, based
on seasonal, local, and organic ingredients. We
believe that what we eat influences our health,
well-being, & quality of life.
Mawa uses fresh, locally sourced
ingredients from the farmers in the Roaring
Fork Valley, signature foods from Africa,
where she was born, and France where she
was raised. The menus at Mawa’s are
adjusted seasonally based on available
ingredients, and each dish is developed to
be a balanced meal on its own.

“I don’t cook Black. I don’t cook White. I cook
from my Heart. I want people to be healthy,
to create food that fuels the body and soul.”
-Mawa McQueen

Menus
Mawa’s Kitchen is an out of the way gem,
drawing in both local residents and
visitors for healthy food in a homey
atmosphere. Mawa’s travels around the
world have given her inspiration for the
cuisine served at Mawa’s Kitchen
Restaurant and her catering menus. The
restaurant features a new exotic
ingredient each year – which is
incorporated into our breakfast, brunch,
lunch, and dinner menus. Some dishes
created with these featured ingredients
become guest favorites and staples on the
menu.





Organic
Healthy
Sustainable

Client Testimonial
Absolutely amazing - unique food and flavors in an
unsuspecting location. While the food rivals that of anything
in Aspen proper (and in culinary hot spots around the world) it
has none of the pretense, which is what makes it so amazing.
Humble, kind, knowledgeable servers and bus staff - this must
be a result of great leadership. We had breakfast one morning
and ended up eating every breakfast thereafter - highly
recommend fonio pancakes, duck chilaquiles, huevos, and
Plant based - but we imagine everything is tasty. We also went
for dinner one night and it was incredible - loved our Negroni
and Margarita and dined family style with appetizers - the
yucca fries are to die for, we also loved the elote ... and, the
pork ribs are to die for! - Lila T.

Catering

Mawa’s Kitchen is also a
caterer for the private jets
departing from Aspen, Rifle &
Grand Junction airports.
Mawa’s Kitchen provides a
wide range of set menus as
well as customized catering on
request. Quality food, varied
menus and outstanding
presentation make Mawa’s
Kitchen the most sought-after
in-flight caterer in the area.

As a caterer, Mawa’s Kitchen is a
favorite for private and corporate
events, private cooking classes
and private chef services. Mawa
also caters and participates in
local events such as Aspen Ideas
festival, Aspen Food and Wine
and JAS - Jazz Aspen/Snowmass
each year.



In- Flight Dining



Private Events



Special Occasions



Weddings

We offer a private dining room
that will seat up to 30 patrons,
as well as patio seating for any
occasion including: birthdays,
anniversaries, meetings,
celebrations, cocktail parties,
and bachelor & bachelorette
parties.

Client Testimonial
I am a Corporate Flight Attendant and requested catering from Mawa’s. I had the most pleasant experience from everyone I
spoke with regarding my order process, from Kimberly, Daniel and especially David was so accommodating! David went above
and by beyond in trying to find ways to help me with delivery options and all the questions concerning my orders. My passengers
said the food was “Awesome”! It was packaged nicely, neat and labeled for me to easily sort! I will definitely be using them again
for future flights. Highly flavorful and wonderful staff!! Thank you all again!!! - Wendy Timmons

The Benefits of
Paleo, Vegan,
Gluten-Free Granola
We use the highest quality organic
nuts and seeds sweetened
naturally with Medjool dates. Our
commitment to quality is
unsurpassed. You’ll taste the
quality in every serving of Mawa’s
GrainFreeNola. Whether you
have a bowl for breakfast, a
handful for a snack, or use it as a
topping on yogurt or ice cream,
you’re sure to enjoy the natural
goodness of Mawa’s
GrainFreeNola.

Try one – Or All – Of Our Delicious Varieties!
Berry Me GrainFreeNola – Our Antioxidant powerhouse GrainFreeNola cannot be
found anywhere else. This is not your traditional strawberry and blueberry
granola.
Green Machine GrainFreeNola – Rich in superfoods, this favorite flavor of
smoothie is transformed into a powerful snack.
Health Nut GrainFreeNola – Our original flavor, known as Health Nut,
features the mineral powerhouse of antioxidants and iron for a burst of green
nutrients.
Out Of Africa GrainFreeNola – Cocoa is not just a chocolate treat. The raw,
unprocessed, organic cocoa in this GrainFreeNola has a multitude of health
benefits.
Tropical Paradise – Disease fighting ingredients pack this granola. Tropical
Paradise is chock full of medicinal, antioxidant fighting compounds.

The Crepe Shack
The menu at The Crepe Shack provides a variety of
crepes, both sweet & savory. To expand her
customer base, Mawa offers crepes that are
gluten-free, vegan, dairy free, and vegetarian. The
Crepe Shack offers three different crepe batters, a
gluten free/vegan buckwheat flour, garbanzo bean
flour and regular flour. At The Crepe Shack you
can also indulge in fresh pressed juices and
Mawa’s famous hot chocolate!
“We are catering to the people who visit here,
both locals and people from around the world:
European and South American countries.
Breakfast for them consists of bread, like a
baguette or croissant, with meat and cheese.
We want to make a point to cater to them by
providing a familiar breakfast.”
-

Mawa McQueen
The purpose of the Crepe Shack revolves around the
idea of creating an experience for our customers. We
strive for manufacturing an atmosphere that allows an
individual to have an emotional response when they
come through our doors. Our focus is using clean,
organic, sustainable ingredients that leave a profound
mark on the palate. At the end of the day, we will be
providing a comfort that truly satisfies.
“My dreams are coming true. – I am really excited to
create this because it’s so dear to my heart from my
childhood. Every country seems to have its own spin
on traditional French crepes. The great thing is you can
fill them with whatever you want! Ours will be our
signature, healthy crepes.”
-Mawa McQueen

 Sweet & Savory
 Satisfying
 The Perfect Indulgence After a
Long Day On The Slopes

Accolades
Mawa’s is off the beaten track, and locals
would love to keep it that way. A stone’s
throw from the airport, this low-key, unfussy
spot is helmed by Mawa McQueen, who cut
her cooking teeth around the world-in the
Ivory Coast, France, and finally, Colorado.
Expect dishes infused with international
flavor, like chipotle butternut squash hash,
muhammara with homemade pita, Cubano
sandwiches, and pork carnitas. We’re partial
to picking up Mawa’s handy “plane menu”
before takeoff, which runs the gamut from
sandwiches to full shrimp and caviar spreads.
(A complete catering dining experience is
available for those traveling privately.) And
finally, if you find yourself jonesing for a
gooey Gruyere-and-ham crepe after a day in
the snow, Mawa’s sister business in
Snowmass, The Crepe Shack, never
disappoints.

New Nibbles
Chef Mawa McQueen, who owns Mawa’s
Kitchen in Aspen and the Crêpe Shack in
Snowmass Base Village, has launched a new
organic snack brand, Mawa’s GrainFreeNola.
All five flavors are paleo, vegan, keto, and
gluten-free, and each blends organic nuts,
seeds, dried fruits, and ingredients like
hibiscus flowers and shredded coconut.

Eater Denver: The 21 Essential Aspen
Restaurants.
Mawa McQueen’s cooking journey took
her from Ivory Coast to France, England,
Maine, and finally Colorado. At the home
base of her restaurant group and catering
company (private jet service
included, natch), “the queen” welcomes
diners right into her kitchen, where she
prepares healthy breakfasts, brunches,
and lunches — think smoked salmon
plates, lobster deviled eggs, and smashed
avocado curries. Returning from an offseason interior renovation (state-of-theart ventilation and UV light systems
included), the dining room and full bar
addition deliver dinner that’s worth the
short drive away from downtown.

Breakfast Champion: Chef Mawa
McQueen brings new flavors to brunch
— and beyond
When Chef Mawa McQueen pushes a plate
of pancakes toward me, I must admit: they
look pretty standard. Dappled goldenbrown with lacy edges and each measuring
the height of three tines of a fork when cut
(a generous quarter-inch), the pancakes
have a moist, cloud-like texture. I take a
bite and ponder the subtly sweet flavor.
Something is … different.

